


LEADERS  
PACK

81 Ideas for  
Every Leader Can Do 



THANK YOU
Now, Let’s Have Some Fun



Team Building is what 
we do with people, 

not to people. 

- Tyler Hayden
The Big Idea







Multiple intelligence is the different ways that each of 
us individually learn and process information.



What was your favourite subject in Grade School?



Why were those your favourite classes?



Where do you see that playing out in the work you do?



Scoring Key 

5 - I’m always like that.
4 - I’m somewhat like that.
3 - I’m sometimes like that.
2 - I’m occasionally like that.
1 - I’m never like that.

file://localhost/Users/tylerhayden/Documents/Work/Keynotes/


6, 9, 20, 29, 36 8, 11, 22, 26, 40

1, 14, 19, 31, 33 2, 15, 18, 27, 38

3, 16, 23, 30, 34 4, 10, 24, 32, 37

5, 12, 17, 28, 35 7, 13, 21, 25, 39



Why are these things important to managers? 

Choosing team events. 
Choosing rewards and recognitions. 
Choosing ad hoc or project teams. 
Choosing meeting debriefs & icebreakers. 
Choosing training events. 
Choosing new supervisors. 
Choosing message delivery. 
Choosing communication plans. 
Choosing discipline strategies. 
Choosing how to facilitate, direct or delegate work. 

MIQ is a tool to understand the learning strengths that lead to the natural 
propensities of your staff team. 



This intelligence indicates a well-developed sense of body 
control and movement while being able to handle objects 
skillfully. These learners express themselves well through 
movement.  

By interacting with the space around them, they are able to 
remember and process information.  

(athlete, firefighter, coach, police, dancer, actor)

The “Doer” Learner



Great fine and gross motor skills
1. handles objects skillfully, clear sense of “goal” with a physical action. 
2. able to train physical responses. 
3. willing to “chip in and help.”

Speaks with Body Language
1. expresses feelings through body language 
2. can explain things using gestures. 
3. often likes to touch others to communicate ideas or appreciation.

Shorter Attention Span
1. follows short explanations. 
2. not a fan of sitting still for long periods of time. 
3. often considered hyperactive. 
4. needs frequent short breaks

Memory is Movement 1. will try and try again physical ways of solving a problem. 
2. memory is improved when physical action was required to solve issue

The “Doer” Learner



Energizing 1. Provide quick physical contact (i.e. high five, handshake). 
2. Give them time, support and opportunity to explore solutions.

Communicating
1. Keep explanations short. 
2. Use demonstrations and props for examples. 
3. Set physical and time goals for projects.   
4. They won’t spend allot of time reading.

Building Trust
1. Don’t lecture them & champion them to “do.” 
2. Give them jobs that see them in front of the group building solutions and achieving goals that can be physically 

measured.  Respect leaders who achieve goals.

Teaching/Coaching 1. Practice the task together, Role Play out Situations, Use props and other tangibles, involve them in On the Job 
Training, involve building/constructing/doing as much as possible.

Leading/Managing 1. Be face to face as often as possible.  Champion their active solution finding.  Keep the employee moving and doing. 
Be efficient with your words.  Let them do.

The “Doer” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Use props or tangibles during explanation 
2. Keep explanations very short 
3. Connect to everyday life activities 
4. Have them build models/displays 
5. On-the-Job Training 
6. Practice the Task 
7. Role play out solutions 
8. Use Visualization to describe or learn things 
9. Watch their body for cues as to how they feel and what they think

We Like To: 1. coach others, assess workplace ergonomics, touch and feel, move while we work, demonstrate task. 

We Are Good At: 1. manual dexterity, agility, balance, hand eye coordination, body expresses ideas, making things, strength, speed, and 
flexibility.

The “Doer” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
“Ball” Leagues  
Volunteer Days 
Mini-Putt 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Answers in a Hat 
Snowball Fight 
Sun-Clouds-Rain 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
People Bingo 
4 Corners 

The “Doer” Learner



The “Doer” Learner



The “Doer” Learner

What was the best team building event you ever  
done with a team?



The “Doer” Learner



The “Doer” Learner



This intelligence indicates a keen ability to relate to and understand others. 
Individuals have a seemingly innate ability to see things from other people’s 
perspectives in order to understand how they think and feel. They often 
have an unprecedented ability to sense the feelings, intentions, and 
motivations of others.  

They are great organizers; although, they sometimes resort to 
manipulations to achieve their ends. Generally, they encourage group peace 
and cooperation. They use both verbal and nonverbal language to open 
communication channels with others.  

(i.e., counsellor, sales person, business person, clergy, service personnel)

The “People” Learner



The “People” Learner



Easily Builds Rapport with Others
1. easily makes friends with coworkers.  
2. finds commonalities with others.  
3. first person to reach out to new workers or workers in distress.

Sense feelings in Others (& Can 
Manipulate those Feelings)

1. very street wise and confident. 
2. reads groups feelings in meetings, events, etc. 
3. uses peoples feelings to meet their ends or what they feel are the best ends for the group

Master Communicator both Verbally 
and Non-Verbally.

1. speaks well with others typically in large and small groups. 
2. will match energy of the people they are working with becoming the “social chameleon.” 
3. passionate speaker that empowers others by “pushing the right buttons.”

Great Organizer and Collaborator
1. first to step up and lead an event or initiative. 
2. wants to have “help” from others for anything they are doing. 
3. checks in with others as discussion happens and makes sure everyone is onboard for the solution. 
4. Like to feel like they are part of something bigger

The “People” Learner



Energizing 1. give public recognition for job well done. 
2. provide them with work assignments that involve. others, and ask them to lead the initiative.

Communicating

1. a face-to-face discussion is best served for this worker. 
2. conflict based discussions are best done in private. 
3. will ensure that all are heard in a group setting. 
4. will typically side with the group. 
5. let them know how you feel about what you are sharing

Building Trust
1. keep the best interests of the group in mind. 
2. be fair, consistent and authentic towards others. 
3. empower them to take a lead in projects and coach them to success.

Teaching/Coaching
1. they will learn best in a group setting. 
2. retreats, meetings, etc. work well for these learners. 
3. read their non-verbal and verbal cues as they want to tell you exactly how they are feeling/thinking.

Leading/Managing
1. give them the opportunity to lead projects and pieces. 
2. ensure that they are with others for their jobs 
3. utilize their social influence to move ahead your needs.

The “People” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Be conscious of your body language 
2. Encourage discussion 
3. Have employee present to other employees 
4. Provide personal feedback  
5. Have them mentor others and be mentored 
6. Allow them to plan group activities 
7. Address how peoples emotions have been impacted 
8. Beware of their strong ability to manipulate a situation to achieve their desires 
9. Great organizers for events and initiatives. 
10. Watch for both verbal and non verbal body language descriptions of what they are thinking

We Like To: 1. care for others, show feelings through body language, coach/counsel others, have human contact.

We Are Good At: 1. communicating to others, cooperation, teamwork, interpreting social cues, and manipulating others.

The “People” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Social Beverage with Team 
Public Presentations with Group 
Group Banner or T-Shirts 
“Get to know you” Games 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Blindfolded Debrief 
Dyadics and Report Back 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
TP Confessions  
Paper Airplanes 
2 Truths and a Goal/Lie  
 

The “People” Learner



The “People” Learner

2 Truths and a Goal/Lie





Who has done the most to save the environment?

What is the biggest problem in the world today?

When are you most at peace?

Where do you see yourself in 5 years?

How would you spend two hours to yourself?

Why is it important to find satisfaction outside of work?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



Who is the most famous person you know?

What do you care most about?

When did you get an adrenaline rush?

Where do you see career going from here?

How do you decide what to wear to work?

Why do people hate?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



Who taught you the biggest life lesson?

What is the biggest personal change you have ever 
made?
When did you have the greatest time of your life?

Where are your highest priorities right now?

How often do you daydream, and of what?

Why is our country a great place to live?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



Who has influenced our global society the most in the 
last century?
What are you interested in?

When have you had fun?

Where in the world would you like to live when you 
retire?
How would you spend the day if you woke up as your 
family pet?

Why do you volunteer with the group you do?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



Who is the most honest person you know?

What is your biggest success?

When do you get really dressed up?

Where is the best restaurant in town?

How and what would you change in history?

Why will science improve/destroy the world?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



Who is the most successful person you know?

What is your biggest regret?

When have you really expressed your creativity?

Where is the most breathtaking landscape you have ever 
seen?
How would you describe your greatest skill?

Why do you enjoy your hobby?
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



The “People” Learner



The “People” Learner



This intelligence indicates a keen awareness of one’s inner state of 
being. These learners try to understand their inner feelings, 
dreams, relationships with others, and strengths and weaknesses.  

(i.e. researcher, adventurer, explorer, philosopher) 

The “Thinker” Learner



The “Thinker” Learner

Knott Funn



Likes to think and vision about the 
solution.

1. alignment with vision and mission are important. 
2. task to explore visioning statements and explore cause and effects of actions taken

Enjoys researching and fact finding.
1. give task of finding information before the project starts and ensuring facts are correct. 
2. have them lurk on the internet seeking benchmark solutions by other organizations. 
3. be prepared to be “called” on your facts or questions of clarification on what you say

Enjoys working in a solitary 
environment.

1. finds open office situations difficult, hence likes their own “cave” to work in. 
2. knows that working in a group is often required, but would prefer to have a job that feeds information back to the 

group.

Internally driven based on their 
values and beliefs

1. passionate worker when their values and beliefs are aligned with the vision/mission of the project.  
2. self motivated, self critical, and self rewarded for the most part.

The “Thinker” Learner



Energizing
1. keep the accolades private and meaningful. 
2. keep their work assignment attached to things they value and believe in.  
3. reward them with something that demonstrates you understand them.

Communicating 1. connect in ways that allow them time to consider a response and have time to craft the response i.e. email. 
2. craft the message to attach to their value centers to inspire them to take charge.

Building Trust 1. consider their need for privacy and time to reflect on information. 
2. asking them to take a leap of faith is not something they are comfortable with.

Teaching/Coaching
1. provide them with assignments and projects that require them to self discover the information. 
2. smaller group settings are more comfortable. 
3. conversation will happen in short spurts unless they are passionate about the topic.

Leading/Managing
1. they enjoy the mentor/mentee relationship. 
2. as a manager they can tend to be cut and dry about decision making, you may have to soften their actions. 
3. touch base with them 1-1 to get the full details.

The “Thinker” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Use email to correspond 
2. Give employee a task and allow them to research the best way for them to carry it out 
3. Involve them in the visioning part of the business/task 
4. Encourage self reflection after a task 
5. Connect how their role connects to others 
6. Internally motivated by how what they are doing makes them feel inside 
7. These employees will understand their weaknesses and strengths very well, but may not let you know and harbor 

how they feel about their performance.

We Like To: 1. work on our own goals, consider our own strengths & weaknesses, think, self reflect, self discover.

We Are Good At: 1. isolated tasks, self evaluation, thinking critically, visioning, internal motivation.

The “Thinker” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Mammoth Monument 
Mannequin of Me 
Knot Funn 
Situation Room/Escape Room 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Building Blocks 
Sidewalk Chalk 
Dialogue Journals/Email 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Pipecleaner Interview 
Email Ring 20 Questions 

 
 

The “People” Learner



The “Thinker” Learner

Pipe Cleaner Interview



File# 438 - Keeping Kate



SITUATION:  No more room for team leaders.

Situation:  
It has been quite a year.  Business is up - there have been more snow storms in 
the east than ever, and there is more flu going around than ever - cha-ching!  As 
a result, your people are tired from working hard.   
One of your all stars Kate has shown real leadership.  Never missing an office 
day, always on time, and efficient beyond anyones expectations of a ‘newbie’ 
staffer.



Kate moved east with her boyfriend and was happy to find a job.  But with a 
background in business management and a major in marketing - she is as 
ambitious as they come. 

You and your leadership team see great things for her.  But you are at least 6 
months out from being able to offer her any type of promotion.  And after such 
a busy spell, you are afraid she is looking elsewhere. 

SITUATION:  No more room for team leaders.



Task: 
Being a proactive team (but rational business people) you decide that a 
promotion is not in the cards right now. 
However you remember some crazy Nova Scotia guy’s book “14 Minute 
Mentor” which said that mentoring can help with retention and engagement.  
So you decide to give that a try. 

SITUATION:  No more room for team leaders.



State 3 reasons why mentoring is a great option for an employee like Kate?

SITUATION:  No more room for team leaders.



Why is mentoring a win as much for your business as it is for Kate?

SITUATION:  No more room for team leaders.



This intelligence indicates a highly developed ability to use 
words and language effectively. Individuals have highly 
developed auditory skills and generally are very good 
speakers. Learners with a heightened Linguistic Intelligence 
tend to think in terms of words rather than pictures. 

(i.e., lawyer, teacher, sales, consultant, politician) 

The “Word” Learner





“If you could spend $1000 
on something frivolous 
what would you buy?



“My dream vacation is ...



“The best part of my  
job is...



“The accomplishment I 
am most proud of is ...



“My favourite possession 
is ...



“If I could bronze one part 
of my body it would be ...  
(and why).



Strong acuity for the written word.
1. excellent reader and decoder of information.  
2. can distill and represent information to your group in a way that all can understand. 
3. prepares written copy very well.

Strong ability in using the spoken 
word.

1. able to organize presentation data to groups in an interesting and well thought out manner. 
2. comfortable orator and presents well. 
3. often repeats what they have heard for clarity

Uses Humor and Irony well. 1. is nimble at using words to present ideas, and can does so in an entertaining way. 
2. is quick witted and easily makes links to ideas and presents them back to their audience.

Great Listener. 1. is very comfortable listening to others, they seek to understand and will seek clarification until they do. 
2. keen ability to pick nuances of what people mean (not necessarily what they are saying) when they are speaking.

The “Word” Learner



Energizing 1. encourage them to make presentations on behalf of the group. 
2. tell them a story about how what they did really mattered and made a difference.

Communicating
1. employees like to take notes and clarify what was said. 
2. excellent at written and spoken communication tools. 
3. supportive for editing and double checking work. 
4. this person enjoys a good debate.

Building Trust
1. ensure that your data is accurate and presented well. 
2. take time to connect and tell stories together. 
3. listen to what they have to say don’t cut them off.

Teaching/Coaching
1. provide documentation that they can refer to. 
2. they quickly remember information presented in the verbal or written format. 
3. let them explain to you what they learned/know.

Leading/Managing
1. consult with them to find solutions. 
2. they will argue/debate with you about the appropriate solutions or approaches. 
3. they have an opinion, and it matters allot to them

The “Word” Learner



The “Word” Learner

Managing To Do’s:

1. Present task verbally 
2. Ask questions of employee to clarify explanations 
3. Use words, not visuals to explain 
4. Ask employees to put together policy/handbooks 
5. Can present materials very well verbally 
6. Storytelling will be important in your discussions with this employee 
7. Humor/irony is strength with this person

We Like To: 1. write policy procedure, edit copy, prepare a speech, spin a story to the positive or negative, write instructions.

We Are Good At: 1. commentating on an event, writing, editing, reaching people with language, humour, irony.



The “Word” Learner

Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Hot Seat 
PPT of Me 
Policy and Procedures “Game Show” 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Speakers Stick 
Talk Cross Talk 
Jar of Inquiry 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Team building 20 
Coffee Talk/Networking  
Have you Ever 



The “Word” Learner

Have You Ever?



The “Word” Learner

Talk Cross Talk …



The “Word” Learner

Handheld  
PPT of Me



This intelligence indicates an increased ability to produce and 
appreciate anything musical. Individuals tend to think in terms of 
sounds, rhythms, and patterns. They are affected deeply by what 
they hear and can become distracted by external noise.  

(i.e., DJ, musician, composer, singer) 

The “Flow” Learner



The “Flow” Learner



Sound and Rhythm move this person
1. a properly placed sound bite or song can inspire and hook this person. 
2. connecting actions to an alliteration or rhythmic sounding term will connect with this person (i.e. screw down so you 

dont screw up)

Thinks in terms of patterns.
1. this employee will see how events and episodes happen in rhythm or pattern, can help with planning and problem 

identification. 
2. often build a good tempo for working with repetitive jobs. 
3. interested in finding logical patterns to work (opposite drives them crazy).

Easily distracted by external noise.
1. this employee needs to have a space that has logical noise (random, external noises distract - music or rhythmic 

noise inspires). 
2. let them choose the music by which they work.

Able to perceive, discriminate, 
transform and perform.

1. he or she can deconstruct a piece of music either from a technical or intuitive standpoint. They can understand 
create & perform music.

The “Flow” Learner



Energizing 1. inspired by music.  Allowing them to listen to music while performing appropriate work tasks is welcomed. 
2. invest their skills in tasks with flow and pattern.

Communicating 1. ensure that your room is clear from external random noises. 
2. share things in terms of “how they sound” i.e. “boom”

Building Trust 1. be sensitive to their needs and don’t push too hard, they can be critical of themselves until they are satisfied with 
what they have built... & satisfaction takes time.

Teaching/Coaching
1. connect learning to a theme inspired by a piece of music. 
2. inspire them to help deconstruct or construct the pattern required to “achieve” something. 
3. develop lingoes and catchy rhymes to solidify learning.

Leading/Managing
1. set up logical patterns and sequences where possible. 
2. they have a tendency to not be “excited” about end product until it is perfect... but don’t wait for it, it often never 

comes.

The “Flow” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Attempt to demonstrate a pattern 
2. Allow music to play in the background of their work environment, if appropriate 
3. Have them develop lingoes, catchy rhymes to demonstrate an important staff guideline 
4. Set up logical sequences of events and flow in the workplace 
5. Explain things in terms of how they would sound

We Like To: 1. play and listen to music, make catchy rhymes to remember things, set music to play for an event (i.e. phone hold/
lobby), teach someone to play music.

We Are Good At: 1. finding rhythms and patterns, mimicking sounds, reviewing musical work, coaching vocal/speaking performances.

The “Flow” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Karaokee (spooky!) 
Name that Tune 
Team Jam Session/Recording Booth 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Message in a Bottle  
Last Quarter Sounds like “boom” 
Mnemonics 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Evolution 
My Name is... 

The “Flow” Learner



This intelligence indicates a heightened ability to use reason, 
logic, and numbers effectively. These learners think conceptually 
in logical and numerical patterns, making connections between 
pieces of information. They are very curious about the world 
around them. They ask a lot of questions and enjoy 
experimenting.  

(i.e., medical personnel, accountant, scientist, researcher, 
engineer)

The “Numbers” Learner



The “Numbers” Learner

Hole in One



Keen number sense. 1. this employee has an unparalleled ability to manipulate, understand and use numbers. 
2. they like things explained in concrete terms, category, classification, calculation, etc.

Ability to reason well.
1. this employee can connect pieces of data to make sense of a problem. 
2. they think logically and often without emotion about what the correct answer is, and unless there is new data, this 

will be the only option.

Has strong sense of logical patterns/
relationships and statements/

propositions.

1. thinks in terms of “cause-effect” and “if-then.” 
2. a clear path is important for most regular task requests or be clear that they are “problem solving” and you want 

their solution.

Ability to think abstractly. 1. this employee will build and test hypothesis. 
2. employee will take existing data and solve for “x” by generalizing and making inferences.

The “Numbers” Learner



Energizing 1. challenge them to find answers. 
2. let them experiment to find better ways of doing things or a better answer.

Communicating
1. keep explanations short. 
2. ensure that you have metrics in what you are trying to get across.  
3. give them time to ask questions, don’t fluff ball the answer or they will call you on it.

Building Trust 1. follow through on what you say.  
2. solicit their opinion and act on their information.

Teaching/Coaching
1. ensure you can demonstrate cause and effect or if and then to the learner. 
2. keep things short, sweet and to the point. 
3. ensure that you can measure what you are doing or demonstrating. 
4. use a brain teaser to get their attention.

Leading/Managing
1. manage by the numbers. 
2. keep your explanations logical, short and measured. 
3. show logical sequence to things to gain buy in.

The “Numbers” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Short explanations 
2. Use numbers/figures to clarify or justify initiatives 
3. Step by step instruction 
4. Use a brain teaser to get their attention 
5. Make the logical connection 
6. Be able to adequately answer the “whys”  
7. Do not get frustrated by the questioning because they will have lots of them 
8. Encourage their active experimentation towards finding solutions 
9. Challenge them to search for the answers

We Like To: 1. trouble shoot, solve problems, negotiate and make deals, build a strategy, assess value, measure something difficult, 
valuate something.

We Are Good At: 1. numbers, logic, analyzing problems, setting logical paths, making/testing hypothesis, classifying and categorizing.

The “Numbers” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Scavenger Hunter 
Great Canadian Egg Drop 
Meuse 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Post cards from Paradise  
Slide Show 
DVD Debrief 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Rock Paper Scissors 
Hole in One 
Battleship  
 

The “Numbers” Learner





What is this palindrome (same word read forward 
and backward) for this riddle? 

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

Q:
If you own a house, you’ve got one of me & knights do 
good ones daily.   
 
What am I?



Deed

It is a Deed.

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

A:



Hey 007 can you solve this code?

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

Q:

24 H IN A D



24 H IN A D

Twenty Four 24 Hours In A Day

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

A:



Add Three Lines to Make this a Crook in a White 
House.

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

Q:



NIXON - Former US President caught during the 
Watergate Scandal, “I am not a Crook.”

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

A:



How Many Triangles?

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

Q:



Can You Believe 47!

© Use only with written permission.  Purchase your own copy of Braintease – thoughts on fire @ www.teambuildingactivities.com.

A:



The “Numbers” Learner

Hole in One





TICKET 
LIGHT 
BUSINESS CARD 
TOOL 
CAR OR TRUCK KEYS 
BOOK 
REUSABLE COFFEE CUP 
CUTLERY 
HAT

SCORE ONE POINT FOR EACH ITEM THAT YOU HAVE.
JACKET OR SWEATER 

BREATH MINT OR GUM 
COMPANY LOGO 
PEN OR PENCIL 

BATTERY 
DUCT TAPE 

WALLET OR PURSE 
LAP TOP COMPUTER 

GLASSES 
COPYRIGHT   
TYLER HAYDEN INC.



This intelligence indicates a keen ability to see the connections and 
cycles of natural processes.  They enjoy classifying things into 
areas of responsibility, placement and category. They easily 
connect cause and effect and illustrate patterns. They appreciate 
knowing how things are connected to real life.  

(i.e. project manager, landscaper, outdoor guide, engineer)

The “Nature” Learner





Expert at recognition and 
classification.

1. recognizes and classifies easily flora and fauna (or if raised urban “things” - cars, sneakers, etc). 
2. discriminates easily things into categories based on a set of rules or understandings.

Sensitive to systems that happen 
around them.

1. aware of other systems around them (i.e. flow of energy, water cycle). By understanding these cycles/flows they 
apply that natural flow to other facets of their life.

Understand natural cause and effect. 1. knows that there are natural consequences to all of our actions.  They are accepting of logical cause and effect, 
applied to real life.

Able to express a macro view of flow 
and processes.

1. unparalleled ability to present a 30 000 foot view of how a process should work.  
2. understands innately how things connect together, how smaller actions can be classified and how to deliver a path/

flow/etc. of that info.

The “Nature” Learner



Energizing 1. bring in natural things into the office space, water features, plants, etc. or take them outside for meetings. 
2. show social responsibility towards the environment.

Communicating 1. connect your message to real life. 
2. talk in terms of process and flow.

Building Trust 1. ensure that your actions run in partnership with their natural world works (i.e. concern for the environment, concern 
for community).

Teaching/Coaching
1. draw natural connections to the things you are talking about or what you are asking the employee to do. 
2. classify things into logical chunks like: areas of responsibility, time to perform, etc. 
3. have them do site visits to understand how things connect and work.

Leading/Managing 1. provide maps, charts, and simulations to explain and guide performance.  
2. engage this employee in building systems and logical flow.

The “Nature” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Attempt to use analogies of nature (systems in work flow) 
2. Relate business cycles & interconnectedness - to cycles in nature 
3. Illustrate patterns in explanations of how to do things 
4. Connect tasks to real life 
5. Demonstrate cause and effect  
6. Classify things into areas of responsibility, placement, etc

We Like To: 1. be with nature, understand cause and effect, see flow/cycles/interconnectedness of things, define categories, build 
processes.

We Are Good At: 1. categorizing, discriminating things, connecting the big picture items, being sensitive to the environment. 

The “Nature” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Outdoor Hike 
Retreat 
Group Challenges 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Maps and Charts 
Open Space 
Concept Mapping 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Peek a Who?  
Full Value Contract 
Background/Cultural 

The “Nature” Learner





The “Numbers” Learner

Concept Maps



The “Numbers” Learner



The “Numbers” Learner



This intelligence indicates an increased ability to perceive the visual 
cues. Individuals tend to think in terms of pictures and movies. In 
order to retain information, they need to create vivid visual images.  

(i.e., artist, mechanic, web/graphic designer, architect) 

The “Artist” Learner



The “Artist” Learner

Full Value Contract



Ability to perceive the visual-spatial 
world accurately

1. able to view whats happening around them and interpret what’s happening (i.e. like a hunter or guide reading the 
trails or wilderness) and put the pieces together to form an understanding.

Ability to transform their 
understanding into a physical 

representation.

1. can take their understanding of their world around them and express it through a visual image (i.e. picture, drawing, 
sculpture, diagram, etc). 

2. can graphically represent a concept for others to understand.

Sensitive to shape, color, line, space, 
etc. and how they interrelate

1. aware of how shapes, color, etc. connect and compliment or detract from each other.  This is how an interior designer 
can take your same furniture and place it correctly to make it more appealing.

The “Artist” Learner



Energizing 1. involve them in projects where they can construct, draw, layout, video, etc.

Communicating 1. speak in terms of what they see the final product or process looking like. 
2. have a visual that represents your message where possible.

Building Trust 1. find ways of appreciating the “beauty or form” of what they have laid out within their work.  Ask them questions 
about their work and why they made it that way.

Teaching/Coaching
1. get employee to visualize the end results or thing to learn 
2. provide a handout for after the learning event. 
3. empower learner to build their own visual of the learning

Leading/Managing 1. install visual reminders at workstations. 
2. use visual supports where ever possible i.e. maps, charts, diagrams.

The “Artist” Learner



Managing To Do’s:

1. Use chart, maps, vision or movies to illustrate explanations 
2. Ask employees to design displays/marketing visuals 
3. Use timelines and concept mapping to tie tasks together 
4. Provide employee with documentation/handout to support verbal explanation 
5. Create connections with analogies and metaphors when explaining concepts or effects of actions

We Like To: 1. create room layouts/logos/presentations/etc, pack equipment or the car, create costumes/displays/etc., draw 
diagrams, build examples.

We Are Good At: 1. organizing a 3D space, making things look good, decorating, building “curb appeal”, simplifying lots of items into a 
defined space.

The “Artist” Learner



Team Building Ideas We Like:

1. TEAM BUILDING IDEAS  
Ropes Courses 
Movie Making 
Wii Tournament 

2. DEBRIEF IDEAS 
Washable Tattoos 
T-Shirt Painting 
Polaroid Moments Slide Show 

3. ICE BREAKER IDEAS 
Group Banner 
Full Value Contract 
World Map/Where We’ve Been

The “Artist” Learner



The “Artist” Learner



The “Artist” Learner



Team Building is what 
we do with people, 

not to people. 

- Tyler Hayden
The Big Idea

135+  ideas
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THANK YOU
Now, Let’s Have Some Fun



www.tylerhayden.com 

www.teambuildingactivities.com 

/motivationalkeynote 
/messageinabottlebook 

@mybottlebook 
@livinlifelarge 

ca.linkedin.com/in/tylerhayden 
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